A highly porous freestanding supercapacitor electrode has been fabricated through a simple, inexpensive, bulk-scalable, and environmentally friendly method, without using any extra current collector, binder, or conducting additive. Benefiting from its unique micro-tubular hollow structure with a thin cell wall and large lumen, kapok fiber (KF) was used herein as a low-cost template for the successive growth of polypyrrole (PPy) through in situ chemical polymerization. This PPy-coated KF (KF@PPy) was blended with functionalized carbon nanotubes (f -CNTs) to form freestanding conductive films (KF@PPy/f -CNT) through a simple dispersion and filtration method. The hybrid film featuring the optimal composition exhibited an outstanding areal capacitance of 1289 mF cm −2 at a scan rate of 5 mV s −1 . Moreover, an assembled all-solid-state symmetric supercapacitor featuring a PVA/H 2 SO 4 gel electrolyte exhibited not only areal capacitances as high as 258 mF cm −2 (at a scan rate of 5 mV s −1 ) but also excellent cycling stability (97.4% of the initial capacitance after 2500 cycles). Therefore, this efficient, low-cost, scalable green synthesis strategy appears to be a facile and sustainable way of fabricating high-performance flexible supercapacitors incorporating a renewable cellulose material.
Introduction
The increasing demand for portable and flexible electronic devices in modern society is triggering the development of lightweight, ultrathin, flexible, inexpensive, and sustainable energy storage systems that operate with high performance [1] [2] [3] . Among such energy storage systems, supercapacitors (SCs) have attracted a great deal of attention because of their high power density, long cycle life stability, fast charge/discharge rates, and good operational safety [4, 5] . The fabrication of conventional SC electrodes generally involves inactive components (e.g., a metallic current collector, a polymeric binder, and conducting additives) that do not contribute to the charge storage; instead, they can make the whole device too heavy and bulky to meet the practical requirements for portable devices. Moreover, the liquid electrolytes used in conventional devices pose serious leakage problems and require the use of complex encapsulation processes, further increasing the weight and cost of the devices [3, [6] [7] [8] . All-solid-state SCs, which employ gel polymer electrolytes instead of aqueous electrolytes, provide more design opportunities for the fabrication of thinner and lighter devices, because they do not require as rigid packaging as their liquid counterparts [9, 10] . Thus, there is a challenge to develop inexpensive, scalable, and environmentally friendly strategies for the fabrication of lightweight test the practicality of these hybrid films in all-solid-state SCs, a symmetric SC device was assembled by sandwiching a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/H 2 SO 4 electrolyte between two identical pieces of KF@PPy/f -CNT hybrid film. The device exhibited an outstanding areal capacitance (258 mF cm −2 at a scan rate of 5 mV s −1 ) and excellent cycling stability (97.4% capacitance retention after 2500 cycles at 25 mA cm −2 ). Therefore, this efficient, inexpensive, and scalable green synthesis strategy assists the development of sustainable and affordable SCs.
Materials and Methods

Chemicals
CNTs were obtained from C-nano Technology (Beijing, China). KF (Ceiba pentandra) was purchased from Uni-onward (New Taipei City, Taiwan). Pyrrole (Alfa Aesar, 98%, Heysham, Lancashire, UK) was distilled under reduced pressure and stored at low temperature under a N 2 atmosphere prior to use. Ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Sodium chlorite (NaClO 2 ) and nitric acid (HNO 3 ) were procured from Showa Chemical Industry (Tokyo, Japan). Acetic acid (CH 3 COOH), sulfuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ), and PVA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and used as received. High-purity deionized water was used in all experimental processes.
KF/Polypyrrole Composites
Raw KF was pretreated with NaClO 2 solution to remove the waxy coating and create a hydrophilic surface, as described previously [59] . This pretreated KF was used in all of the following experiments. Pretreated KF (200 mg) was dispersed in deionized water (150 mL) and then pyrrole (1.0 mL) was added. The mixture was stirred for 30 min in an ice bath. Aqueous FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O (50 mL) was added dropwise under vigorous stirring to initiate the polymerization of pyrrole. The polymerization was performed for 6 h; the molar ratio of pyrrole to FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O was 1:1.5. The resulting black composite was washed several times with alcohol and deionized water to remove the byproducts and excess reagents. It was then collected through vacuum filtration and dried under vacuum at 60 • C for 24 h. This sample is named herein as KF@PPy. The amount of PPy chemically deposited on the KF surface was determined by weighing the KF before and after the PPy polymerization reaction under standard conditions. The PPy weight percentage (W PPy %) was calculated as follows (Equation (1)):
where W i and W f are the initial and final weights of the KF before and after PPy polymerization, respectively.
KF@PPy/f-CNT Freestanding Films
Carboxylated CNTs (f -CNT) were prepared by heating the CNTs under reflux in 3 M HNO 3 for 14 h at 90 • C. The sample was then sonicated in an ultrasonication bath for 1 h. The resulting modified CNTs were filtered through a cellulose acetate membrane and washed thoroughly with deionized water to neutral pH, then dried under vacuum at 100 • C for 24 h. The KF@PPy and f -CNT samples were dispersed separately in desired amounts of deionized water and subjected to ultrasonication to form homogeneous dispersions. These homogeneous dispersions were combined, with vigorous stirring for 30 min and sonication for 5 min to ensure sufficient mixing. The as-obtained suspension was maintained at rest for 2 h to ensure that the f -CNTs assembled with the KF@PPy composite. The suspension was vacuum filtered to form a filter cake, which was washed several times with deionized water. The washed filter cake was dried (60 • C, 12 h) and peeled off to give a freestanding membrane. To determine the ratio of KF@PPy and f -CNT the provided the best electrode performance, KF@PPy/f -CNT freestanding membranes were prepared at weight ratios of 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1; they are named KF@PPy/f -CNT12, KF@PPy/f -CNT11, and KF@PPy/f -CNT21, respectively.
Characterization
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the samples were recorded using a Nicolet Avatar 320 spectrometer (Nicolet, Madison, WI, USA), armed with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) sampling tool, scanned over the wavenumber range from 650 to 4000 cm −1 . Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, PerkinElmer Pyris1, Shelton, CT, USA) was performed under a N 2 atmosphere at heating rate of 10 • C min −1 . X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a Rigaku diffractometer (Rigaku RINT 2000, Tokyo, Japan) with Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation. The morphologies and microstructures of composites were observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM 7401F; operating voltage: 3 kV, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). Prior to analysis, the samples were mounted on the microscope stubs using double-sided conductive tape and coated with a thin layer of evaporated gold.
Electrochemical Measurements
The electrochemical properties of the freestanding electrodes were tested using cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) techniques on a CHI6273D electrochemical work station (CH Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX, USA). A three-electrode system was used to evaluate the performances of the as-prepared composites in aqueous 1 M H 2 SO 4 . A piece of the freestanding film (active area: 1 cm 2 ) was used directly as the working electrode. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and platinum foil were used as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. CV was performed in the voltage range from −0.2 to +0.8 V at scan rates of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mV s −1 . EIS was performed at the open-circuit potential with an amplitude of 5 mV over a frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz. The GCD experiments were performed in the potential window from −0.2 to +0.8 V with applied current densities of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 mA cm −2 . Areal capacitance of the freestanding electrodes were calculated from their CV data, according to the Equation (2):
where C A (F/cm 2 ) is the areal capacitance, S is the area enclosed by the CV curve within the potential window, ν is the scan rate (mV s −1 ), ∆U is the potential window (V), A s (cm 2 ) is the area of single electrode. Alternatively, the areal capacitances of the freestanding electrodes were calculated from the charge/discharge curves, using the Equation (3):
where I is the discharge current (A), ∆t is the discharge time (s), A s is the area of the freestanding electrode (cm 2 ), and ∆V is the potential window (V). Volumetric capacitance C v (F/cm 3 ) calculated as follows Equation (4):
where d is the thickness of the single electrode.
Fabrication of All-Solid-State SC
A H 2 SO 4 /PVA gel electrolyte was prepared by mixing PVA powder (1 g), H 2 SO 4 (1 g), and deionized water (10 mL) at 85 • C under stirring to form a transparent and homogenous solution. Two KF@PPy/f -CNT films (each with an area of 1 × 1.5 cm) as electrodes were immersed into the H 2 SO 4 /PVA solution for 10 min. After solidification of the gel electrolyte, the two electrodes were pressed together, face to face, to form an all-solid-state flexible symmetric SC. The assembled device had a thickness of approximately 0.075 cm. The electrochemical performance of the all-solid-state symmetric device was evaluated using a CHI6273D electrochemical work station. The cell (device) areal/volumetric capacitance (C cell ) was calculated from the CV data, according to the Equation (5):
where C cell (F cm −2 ) is the areal capacitance, S is the area enclosed by the CV curve within the potential window, ν is the scan rate (mV s −1 ), ∆U is the potential window (V), A t (cm 2 ) is the total area of both electrodes in cell. The areal capacitance (C cell , F cm −2 ), energy density (E, mW h cm −2 ), and power density (P, mW cm −2 ) of the assembled SC device were calculated from the charge/discharge curve, according to the Equations (6), (7) and (8):
where I is the discharge current (A), ∆t is the discharge time (s), A t is the total area of both electrodes in cell (cm 2 ), and ∆V is the potential window (V). Volumetric capacitance C v-cell (F/cm 3 ) calculated as follows Equation (9):
where d is the thickness of the all-solid-state symmetric supercapacitor cell.
Results and Discussion
Scheme 1 presents a schematic representation of the fabrication of the KF@PPy/f -CNT hybrid films. The raw KF was hydrophobic because of the presence of a thick layer of wax on its surface. Thus, pretreatment with sodium chlorite was performed to remove the wax layer and induce hydrophilicity. This pretreated KF was used throughout these experiments. To coat PPy onto the KF, pyrrole was added to a dispersion of KF and then polymerization was initiated by adding FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O solution. The color of the KF turned from white into black, indicating the successful incorporation of PPy on the KF surface. This PPy-coated KF (KF@PPy) was blended with f -CNTs, through simple dispersion and vacuum filtration, to form freestanding conducting films (KF@PPy/f -CNT). Raw CNTs exist in bundles and have poor dispersibility in water; they need to be oxidized to form good dispersions. The oxidization is usually performed under harsh conditions, involving intensive ultrasonic treatment in a mixture of the strong acids HNO 3 and H 2 SO 4 . Such treatment is not only hazardous to the environment but also severely damages the electronic and mechanical properties of the CNTs [60, 61] ; it can also result in severe fragmentation of the CNTs into shorter tubes, which are less likely to form entangled porous networks in the freestanding films [50, 62] . Therefore, in this study we functionalized CNTs under relatively mild conditions: heating the raw CNTs under reflux in 3 M HNO 3 at 90 • C for 14 h. CNT functionalization in this manner generally causes less damage to the tubes, allowing them to retain their original electronic and mechanical properties. These f -CNTs, featuring abundant oxygen-containing functional groups, had good dispersibility in water. In addition, we expected these functional groups to enhance the interaction between the f -CNTs and PPy [60, 63] , thereby potentially forming a highly interconnected porous network structure after simple vacuum filtration. The amount of PPy deposited on the KF was calculated to be approximately 68 wt %. Based on this value, the PPy loading per unit area of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode was estimated to be 3.6 mg cm −2 . The PPy loading achieved for our electrode is much higher than those achieved for many previously reported PPy-based freestanding electrodes [8, 25, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [64] [65] [66] [67] [3, 42] . The intense bands near 1055 cm -1 corresponded to skeletal vibrations of the C-O-C functional groups of the pyranose rings. [18, 28] The absorption peak at 3360 cm -1 and a broad band at 2914 cm -1 can be ascribed to the stretching vibrations of the OH groups and the asymmetric stretching vibration of C-H units, respectively, in the cellulose of KF [68] . The FTIR spectrum of KF@PPy presented primarily the bands typical of PPy. The absorption peaks at 1528 and 1436 cm −1 can be attributed to C=C and C-N stretching vibrations, respectively, of the pyrrole rings [8, 10, 25, 69] . The peaks near 1292 cm −1 represent =C-N stretching vibrations of the pyrrole rings. The peak at 1149 cm −1 corresponds to the breathing vibration of the pyrrole rings. The peak associated with C-H in-plane bending was located at 1017 cm −1 [17] . The intense and broad bands of the cellulose at 1740, 2914, and 3360 cm −1 were absent in the spectrum of the KF@PPy composite, implying that the KF surface was entirely covered with PPy [3] . In the FTIR spectrum of the f-CNTs, the stretching vibrations of the C=O and C-O bonds of carboxylic acids appeared at 1740 and 1217 cm −1 , respectively. The absorbance peak at 1365 cm −1 was assigned to stretching of conjugated C-O bonds [62] . The band at 3453 cm −1 is attributed to the stretching vibrations of the OH groups of carboxyl units [50] . A broad overlapped peak near 2995 cm −1 corresponds to asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching [70] . These results confirm the successful oxidization of the CNTs under the mild conditions. The spectrum of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 composite featured peaks similar to those of KF@PPy, with additional signals at 1217, 1365, 1740, 2995, and 3453 cm −1 , corresponding to the absorptions of the f-CNTs. , and 1244 cm −1 (C-O stretching in ester) [3, 42] . The intense bands near 1055 cm -1 corresponded to skeletal vibrations of the C-O-C functional groups of the pyranose rings [18, 28] . The absorption peak at 3360 cm -1 and a broad band at 2914 cm -1 can be ascribed to the stretching vibrations of the OH groups and the asymmetric stretching vibration of C-H units, respectively, in the cellulose of KF [68] . The FTIR spectrum of KF@PPy presented primarily the bands typical of PPy. The absorption peaks at 1528 and 1436 cm −1 can be attributed to C=C and C-N stretching vibrations, respectively, of the pyrrole rings [8, 10, 25, 69] . The peaks near 1292 cm −1 represent =C-N stretching vibrations of the pyrrole rings. The peak at 1149 cm −1 corresponds to the breathing vibration of the pyrrole rings. The peak associated with C-H in-plane bending was located at 1017 cm −1 [17] . The intense and broad bands of the cellulose at 1740, 2914, and 3360 cm −1 were absent in the spectrum of the KF@PPy composite, implying that the KF surface was entirely covered with PPy [3] . In the FTIR spectrum of the f -CNTs, the stretching vibrations of the C=O and C-O bonds of carboxylic acids appeared at 1740 and 1217 cm −1 , respectively. The absorbance peak at 1365 cm −1 was assigned to stretching of conjugated C-O bonds [62] . The band at 3453 cm −1 is attributed to the stretching vibrations of the OH groups of carboxyl units [50] . A broad overlapped peak near 2995 cm −1 corresponds to asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching [70] . These results confirm the successful oxidization of the CNTs under the mild conditions. The spectrum of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 composite featured peaks similar to those of KF@PPy, with additional signals at 1217, 1365 , 1740, 2995, and 3453 cm −1 , corresponding to the absorptions of the f -CNTs.
The thermal stability of the KF, KF@PPy, f -CNTs, and KF@PPy/f -CNT composite films was examined through TGA under N 2 over the temperature range 30-800 • C (Figure 2 ). In the TGA curve of KF, the weight loss during the first stage, from ambient temperature to 100 • C, is assigned to the dehydration of KF, including water molecules that had been absorbed to the KF and those derived from the OH groups [30] . The dramatic weight loss during the second period (280-400 • C) is ascribed to the destruction of the crystalline region of the KF cellulose and amorphous cellulose into D-glucopyranose and free radicals [28] . The KF@PPy composite underwent a much lower weight loss relative to KF, where 47% of the mass was preserved at 800 • C-suggesting good thermal stability for the KF@PPy composite. The TGA curve of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 composite reveals an increased amount of residue when compared with that of the KF@PPy composite, due to the presence of the highly thermally stable f -CNTs. The weight residue of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 sample was 69%, indicating its excellent thermal stability under high temperature. The thermal stability of the KF, KF@PPy, f-CNTs, and KF@PPy/f-CNT composite films was examined through TGA under N2 over the temperature range 30-800 °C ( Figure 2 ). In the TGA curve of KF, the weight loss during the first stage, from ambient temperature to 100 °C, is assigned to the dehydration of KF, including water molecules that had been absorbed to the KF and those derived from the OH groups [30] . The dramatic weight loss during the second period (280-400 °C) is ascribed to the destruction of the crystalline region of the KF cellulose and amorphous cellulose into D-glucopyranose and free radicals. [28] The KF@PPy composite underwent a much lower weight loss relative to KF, where 47% of the mass was preserved at 800 °C-suggesting good thermal stability for the KF@PPy composite. The TGA curve of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 composite reveals an increased amount of residue when compared with that of the KF@PPy composite, due to the presence of the highly thermally stable f-CNTs. The weight residue of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 sample was 69%, indicating its excellent thermal stability under high temperature. The microstructures and morphologies of the samples were investigated using SEM. As revealed in Figure S1a , the raw KF is characterized by a 3-D hollow microtubular structure, with a smooth surface having an outer diameter of approximately 20-25 µ m. This hollow tubular structure with thin walls greatly lowers the density of KF and is highly beneficial for forming ultra-lightweight composites of high surface area. Figure 3a presents the SEM image of the pretreated KF. Although the fiber had retained its hollow structure after pretreatment, the fiber The thermal stability of the KF, KF@PPy, f-CNTs, and KF@PPy/f-CNT composite films was examined through TGA under N2 over the temperature range 30-800 °C (Figure 2 ). In the TGA curve of KF, the weight loss during the first stage, from ambient temperature to 100 °C, is assigned to the dehydration of KF, including water molecules that had been absorbed to the KF and those derived from the OH groups [30] . The dramatic weight loss during the second period (280-400 °C) is ascribed to the destruction of the crystalline region of the KF cellulose and amorphous cellulose into D-glucopyranose and free radicals. [28] The KF@PPy composite underwent a much lower weight loss relative to KF, where 47% of the mass was preserved at 800 °C-suggesting good thermal stability for the KF@PPy composite. The TGA curve of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 composite reveals an increased amount of residue when compared with that of the KF@PPy composite, due to the presence of the highly thermally stable f-CNTs. The weight residue of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 sample was 69%, indicating its excellent thermal stability under high temperature. The microstructures and morphologies of the samples were investigated using SEM. As revealed in Figure S1a , the raw KF is characterized by a 3-D hollow microtubular structure, with a smooth surface having an outer diameter of approximately 20-25 µ m. This hollow tubular structure with thin walls greatly lowers the density of KF and is highly beneficial for forming ultra-lightweight composites of high surface area. Figure 3a presents the SEM image of the pretreated KF. Although the fiber had retained its hollow structure after pretreatment, the fiber surface became rough, with some wrinkles appearing after the removal of the waxy layer coating the fiber surface. The SEM image of KF@PPy (Figure 3b ) confirmed the formation of a conductive The microstructures and morphologies of the samples were investigated using SEM. As revealed in Figure S1a , the raw KF is characterized by a 3-D hollow microtubular structure, with a smooth surface having an outer diameter of approximately 20-25 µm. This hollow tubular structure with thin walls greatly lowers the density of KF and is highly beneficial for forming ultra-lightweight composites of high surface area. Figure 3a presents the SEM image of the pretreated KF. Although the fiber had retained its hollow structure after pretreatment, the fiber surface became rough, with some wrinkles appearing after the removal of the waxy layer coating the fiber surface. The SEM image of KF@PPy (Figure 3b ) confirmed the formation of a conductive backbone of PPy around the inner and outer walls of the KF. This facile and uniform distribution of PPy on the inner and outer walls presumably resulted from the formation of hydrogen bonds between the imino groups of the pyrrole and the large number of OH groups on the KF cellulose. When PPy was synthesized in the absence of KF, PPy-agglomerated particles of large size ( Figure S1b ) were formed. In the case of KF@PPy, however, the interactions between the NH units of the and the OH groups of the KF cellulose acted as a traction force to support the uniform coating of the PPy, thereby preventing its formation of large agglomerated particles [3, 37] . A high-magnification SEM image (Figure 3c ) of the KF@PPy surface revealed small nodule-like PPy nanoparticles on the KF surface, instead of the typical cauliflower-like big agglomerates of pure PPy ( Figure S1b ). These nodular nanostructures would presumably increase the interaction of the PPy with the f -CNTs, owing to the increased effective contact surface area. As displayed in Figure 3d ,e, the pure f -CNT freestanding film possessed a morphology characterized by randomly entangled and cross-linked nanotubular structures that formed a densely packed and compact structure. Figure S2a ,b reveal that the mild oxidization conditions helped the f -CNTs retain their original length without structural damage. Nanotubes with high-aspect ratios are highly desirable because they can randomly entangle to form freestanding structures, without the aid of any additional polymeric binders. Figure 3f displays the surface of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 hybrid film. Most of the KF@PPy fibers were trapped inside the porous network of f -CNTs; only a few were evident on the surface. Figure 3g -i present cross-sectional SEM images of the 3-D porous structured KF@PPy/f -CNT11 composite, which consisted of KF@PPy embedded in the interspaces of a porous f -CNTs matrix. A high-magnification image (Figure 3i ) of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 composite revealed a distribution of the f -CNT interconnecting network in a 3-D porous system on the surface of KF@PPy. A strong interfacial interaction was likely to form between the PPy-coated KF and the f -CNTs, due to hydrogen bonding. The continuous porous network of f -CNTs wrapped around the KF@PPy surface not only acted as a structural reinforcing material but also as a highly conductive skeleton for rapid charge transportation, thereby potentially enhancing the electrochemical performance. Moreover, the highly porous nature of the hybrid film would presumably enhance the interaction of the electrolyte with the electrode materials, leading to better use of the active material for the electrochemical reactions.
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EIS was applied to further understand the electrochemical properties of the f -CNT and KF@PPy/f -CNT freestanding electrodes. Nyquist plots (Figure 5c ) of all the freestanding electrodes featured a semicircle in the high-frequency range and a straight line in the low-frequency range. The semicircle at higher frequency corresponds to the charge transfer resistance (R c ), which arises mainly from the sheet resistance of the electrodes and the electrolytic resistance. The linear part in the low-frequency region represents the diffusion-limited electron transfer process. The intercept of the semicircle with the real axis in the high-frequency region represents the solution resistance (R s ), arising from the electrolyte. The linear part in the plot of the pure f -CNT electrode in the low-frequency region is more parallel to the imaginary axis, indicating its high conductivity and pure EDL capacitive behavior. The plot of the KF@PPy/f -CNT freestanding electrodes features lines with an inclined angle against the real axis, corresponding to the redox reaction of PPy giving rise to pseudocapacitance. The plots of the f -CNT (2.3 Ω), KF@PPy/f -CNT12 (2.7 Ω), and KF@PPy/f -CNT11 (3.0 Ω) freestanding electrodes each featured a small semicircle in the high-frequency range, suggesting low charge transfer resistance and good conductivity for the KF@PPy/f -CNT12 and KF@PPy/f -CNT11 hybrid electrodes. In general, the conductivity of f -CNT is higher than that of PPy. The less R c value and low resistance at low frequency of KF@PPy/f -CNT12 freestanding electrode can be ascribed to the overall high conductivity of the composite material resulting from the introduction of 70 wt % f -CNTs. However, the EDL capacitance of f -CNTs is much less than the pseudocapacitance of PPy. Consequently a high content of f -CNT is not favorable for the supercapacitance of freestanding electrode. In addition, the larger values of R s and R c for the KF@PPy/f -CNT21 freestanding electrode (0.41 and 4.0 Ω, respectively) in the high-frequency range may be ascribed to the decrease in conductivity due to the lower content of f -CNT, which increased the charge transfer resistance. The EIS data confirmed that the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode had superior electrochemical properties, with low charge transfer resistance and rapid ion diffusion, presumably because of its optimal mass loadings of PPy and f -CNT. Accordingly, the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode was used to fabricate an all-solid-state symmetric SC, to investigate its potential in practical applications.
12 low-frequency region represents the diffusion-limited electron transfer process. The intercept of the semicircle with the real axis in the high-frequency region represents the solution resistance (Rs), arising from the electrolyte. The linear part in the plot of the pure f-CNT electrode in the low-frequency region is more parallel to the imaginary axis, indicating its high conductivity and pure EDL capacitive behavior. The plot of the KF@PPy/f-CNT freestanding electrodes features lines with an inclined angle against the real axis, corresponding to the redox reaction of PPy giving rise to pseudocapacitance. The plots of the f-CNT (2.3 Ω), KF@PPy/f-CNT12 (2.7 Ω), and KF@PPy/f-CNT11 (3.0 Ω) freestanding electrodes each featured a small semicircle in the high-frequency range, suggesting low charge transfer resistance and good conductivity for the KF@PPy/f-CNT12 and KF@PPy/f-CNT11 hybrid electrodes. In general, the conductivity of f-CNT is higher than that of PPy. The less Rc value and low resistance at low frequency of KF@PPy/f-CNT12 freestanding electrode can be ascribed to the overall high conductivity of the composite material resulting from the introduction of 70 wt % f-CNTs. However, the EDL capacitance of f-CNTs is much less than the pseudocapacitance of PPy. Consequently a high content of f-CNT is not favorable for the supercapacitance of freestanding electrode. In addition, the larger values of Rs and Rc for the KF@PPy/f-CNT21 freestanding electrode (0.41 and 4.0 Ω, respectively) in the high-frequency range may be ascribed to the decrease in conductivity due to the lower content of f-CNT, which increased the charge transfer resistance. The EIS data confirmed that the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 freestanding electrode had superior electrochemical properties, with low charge transfer resistance and rapid ion diffusion, presumably because of its optimal mass loadings of PPy and f-CNT. Accordingly, the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 freestanding electrode was used to fabricate an all-solid-state symmetric SC, to investigate its potential in practical applications. Figure 6a,b present CV curves recorded at various scan rates and GCD curves recorded at various current densities, respectively, of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode. The CV curves retained their highly symmetrical shape at all scan rates, indicating the excellent rate capability of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode. This behavior was confirmed by the GCD curves, which retained similar shapes at all current densities. Moreover, the IR drop of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode was small, indicative of high conductivity and low charge transfer resistance, even though no additional current collectors were used. Cycling stability is an important parameter for the practical application of any SC in an energy storage device. Most conducting polymers exhibit rapid capacitance decay during repeated charge/discharge processes, due to the large volume change resulting from the rapid redox reactions between the electrode materials and the electrolytes [47] . To evaluate the long-term cycling stability of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 freestanding electrode, a charge/discharge test was performed for 1000 cycles at 25 mA cm −2 (Figure 6c) . After 1000 cycles, the freestanding electrode retained approximately 86.5% of its initial capacitance, indicating its excellent cycling stability. Thus, the KF cellulose can efficiently accommodate the volume change of the PPy during the charge/discharge cycles.
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Nyquist plots (frequency range: from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz), and (d) capacitance retention at various current densities. Figure 6a ,b present CV curves recorded at various scan rates and GCD curves recorded at various current densities, respectively, of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 freestanding electrode. The CV curves retained their highly symmetrical shape at all scan rates, indicating the excellent rate capability of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 freestanding electrode. This behavior was confirmed by the GCD curves, which retained similar shapes at all current densities. Moreover, the IR drop of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 freestanding electrode was small, indicative of high conductivity and low charge transfer resistance, even though no additional current collectors were used. Cycling stability is an important parameter for the practical application of any SC in an energy storage device. Most conducting polymers exhibit rapid capacitance decay during repeated charge/discharge processes, due to the large volume change resulting from the rapid redox reactions between the electrode materials and the electrolytes [47] . To evaluate the long-term cycling stability of the KF@PPy/f-CNT11 freestanding electrode, a charge/discharge test was performed for 1000 cycles at 25 mA cm −2 (Figure 6c) . After 1000 cycles, the freestanding electrode retained approximately 86.5% of its initial capacitance, indicating its excellent cycling stability. Thus, the KF cellulose can efficiently accommodate the volume change of the PPy during the charge/discharge cycles. To investigate the potential of using this novel KF@PPy/f-CNT11 hybrid freestanding film in practical applications, an all-solid-state symmetric SC was fabricated, featuring this hybrid film as both the positive and negative electrodes and PVA-H2SO4 gel polymer as both the electrolyte and To investigate the potential of using this novel KF@PPy/f -CNT11 hybrid freestanding film in practical applications, an all-solid-state symmetric SC was fabricated, featuring this hybrid film as both the positive and negative electrodes and PVA-H 2 SO 4 gel polymer as both the electrolyte and separator; its electrochemical performance was evaluated in a two-electrode configuration. The gel electrolyte decreased the weight and thickness of the SC considerably, and simplified the device fabrication process-because it did not require any costly special packaging to prevent the leakage of harmful liquid electrolytes. The whole device had a thickness of only approximately 750 µm and a total weight of approximately 102 mg (including the gel electrolyte). The electrochemical properties of the device were determined using CV, GCD, and EIS. Figure 7a presents CV curves of the all-solid-state symmetric SC measured at various scan rates from 5 to 100 mV s −1 . The CV curves had slightly distorted rectangular shapes because the energy storage process involved a combination of EDL capacitance (f -CNT) and pseudocapacitance (PPy). They retained their highly symmetrical shape upon increasing the scan rates, suggesting superior rate performance. The areal capacitances of the symmetrical device, calculated from the CV curves, were 258 and 113 mF cm −2 at 5 and 50 mV s −1 , respectively-that is, the fabricated device displayed good rate capability. Taking into account the total volume of the device, the corresponding volumetric capacitance of the device reached as high as 3.44 F cm −3 at 5 mV s −1 . These excellent electrochemical properties are associated with the unique open porous structure and high electrical conductivity of the hybrid film, facilitating the rapid diffusion and transport of larger ions in the solid electrolyte into the inner surface of the electrode materials. GCD experiments, performed at various current densities, confirmed the superior electrochemical performance of the all-solid-state symmetric SC (Figure 7b ). The apparent deviation from linear behavior in the charge-discharge plots is consistent with the CV data, revealing the involvement of faradaic redox reactions in the charge storage process. The discharge curves featured a small IR drop at lower discharge currents (0.049 V at 0.5 mA cm −2 ), indicative of rapid charge transportation at the electrode/electrolyte interface and, hence, a lower equivalent-series resistance (ESR) for the SC device. A low internal resistance is important for energy-storing devices because less energy will be wasted to produce unwanted heat during the processes of charging and discharging. A slight increase in the IR drop was observed upon increasing the current density, due to the inaccessibility of the electrolyte ions to the internal pores of the electrode at higher currents. The areal capacitance of the all-solid-state symmetric SC, evaluated from the GCD experiment, was approximately 219.4 mF cm −2 at a discharge current density of 0.5 mA cm −2 .
EIS was used to further evaluate the electrochemical performance of the electrode materials of the SC device in the frequency range from 0.01 to 100 kHz, with an AC perturbation of 5 mV; the corresponding Nyquist plot (-Z´´vs. Z´plot) is presented in Figure 7c . The intercept of the Nyquist plot with the real axis at high frequency indicates the internal resistance, also known as the solution resistance (R s ), of the SC; it is related to the resistance of the electrolyte, the contact resistance between the electrode and current collector, and the intrinsic resistance of the active material. The calculated value of R s of the SC was 5.5 Ω; it is most likely associated with the intrinsic resistance of the gel electrolyte. The charge transfer resistance (R c ), indicated by the diameter of the semicircle in the high-frequency region, was approximately 3 Ω. In the low-frequency range, the Nyquist plot of the SC featured an almost vertical line, indicating near-ideal capacitive behavior because of the faster ion transport at the electrode-electrolyte interface. This excellent ion diffusion in the KF@PPy/f -CNT11-based SC was due to the highly porous microstructure formed by the KF@PPy and f -CNT interconnected network. The pores in the unique porous structure of the hybrid electrode acted as electrolyte ion reservoirs; they shortened the ion diffusion distance by providing good diffusion channels for electrolyte ions. Thus, the accessibility of electrolyte ions was improved, as well as allowing more efficient utilization of PPy and f -CNT. Moreover, the Ragone plot of the assembled all-solid-state symmetric device exhibited (Figure 7d ) a maximum areal energy density (volumetric energy density) of 22.3 µW h cm −2 (297.3 µW h cm −3 ) at an areal power density (volumetric power density) of 0.21 mW cm −2 (2.8 mW cm −3 ), and maintained an energy density of 11.1 µW h cm −2 (148 µW h cm −3 ) at a maximum power density of 2.1 mW cm −2 (28 mW cm −3 ). These values indicate the superior rate capability of the assembled device and its potential for storing and delivering energy at rapid rates. The areal/volume capacitance, maximum areal/volumetric energy density, and power density of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 SC surpass those achieved for many previously reported all-solid-state symmetric SCs, and even some asymmetric SCs (see Table S2 ).
KF@PPy/f-CNT11 hybrid electrode, not only ensuring rapid ion transport but also helping to buffer the volumetric change caused by the ion doping and de-doping of the PPy during the charge/discharge process. These results indicate the promising potential of highly conductive and freestanding KF@PPy/f-CNT electrodes for use in the fabrication of environmentally friendly, lightweight, inexpensive, highly flexible, high-performance SCs, with applications in portable and flexible electronic gadgets. The flexibility and mechanical stability of the assembled all-solid-state symmetric SC were assessed by bending it from 0 • to 180 • . As displayed in the inset to Figure 8a , the assembled SC was highly flexible and was readily bent to large angles without causing any mechanical damage. The changes in the electrochemical properties of the SC during the bending process were examined using CV and EIS (Figure 8,b, respectively) . Interestingly, in contrast to most previous reports of a slight decrease in the electrical electrochemical properties of the SCs after bending, the electrochemical performance of our SC improved after bending, as indicated by the increase in the CV enclosed area. As a result, the areal capacitance of the device increased from 128.4 mF cm −2 at 0 • to 137.4 mF cm −2 at 90 • and to 139.4 mF cm −2 at 180 • . This increase in the areal capacitance could be explained by a decrease in the contact resistance between the electrode materials and the gel electrolyte, as indicated by the low contact resistance and diffusion resistance in the EIS spectra during the bending process. In addition, the compression of the electrodes of the SC that occurred during the bending process might have acted as an external pressure applied to the device, resulting in increased intimate contact between the PPy and f -CNT and, eventually, shortening the distance for charge carrier transportation. In addition, the impedance curves of the SC measured under bending conditions featured a more vertical line parallel to the imaginary axis in the low-frequency region, suggesting improved capacitance behavior. The excellent flexibility of our KF@PPy/f -CNT hybrid film-based symmetric SC suggests that it had great promise to be applied in wearable/portable flexible electronics. To demonstrate its practical applications in flexible and portable energy storage systems, three pieces of the as-fabricated flexible all-solid-state SCs were connected in series to power two red LEDs (Figure 8c ). Long term cycling stability is a crucial parameter for the practical applications of an all-solid-state SC in portable electronics. To check the electrochemical stability of our device, a GCD test was performed at 25 mA cm −2 for 2500 cycles (Figure 8d ). The use of the PVA/H 2 SO 4 gel electrolyte greatly enhanced the cycle life of the all-solid-state KF@PPy/f -CNT11 hybrid SC; the capacitance retention was 97.4% after 2500 cycles. The first and last 10 cycles (inset to Figure 8d ) provided nearly identical charge discharge curves, confirming the superior cycling stability of the all-solid-state device. The excellent cycling behavior of this solid-state device is ascribed to the highly conductive unique porous structure of the KF@PPy/f -CNT11 hybrid electrode, not only ensuring rapid ion transport but also helping to buffer the volumetric change caused by the ion doping and de-doping of the PPy during the charge/discharge process. These results indicate the promising potential of highly conductive and freestanding KF@PPy/f -CNT electrodes for use in the fabrication of environmentally friendly, lightweight, inexpensive, highly flexible, high-performance SCs, with applications in portable and flexible electronic gadgets. 
Conclusions
This paper demonstrates a simple and straightforward approach for the fabrication of porous freestanding electrodes, displaying excellent electrochemical properties, and their use in lightweight, inexpensive, and eco-friendly all-solid-state SCs. The as-prepared KF@PPy/f-CNT 
This paper demonstrates a simple and straightforward approach for the fabrication of porous freestanding electrodes, displaying excellent electrochemical properties, and their use in lightweight, inexpensive, and eco-friendly all-solid-state SCs. The as-prepared KF@PPy/f -CNT hybrid film could be used as an SC electrode, without the need for any additional current collector, binders, or conducting agents, thereby considerably lowering the total weight and cost of the device. The freestanding composite electrodes exhibited excellent electrochemical performances, due to their unique design and structure. The f -CNTs provided a highly conductive network that facilitated electron transfer and improved the mechanical integrity of the composite films. PPy deposited on the hollow KF helped to provide an open porous structure to the KF@PPy/f -CNT hybrid films, ensuring easy pathways for the electrolyte ions and high rates of ion transport. The KF also helped to accommodate the PPy volume change during the redox reactions, resulting in excellent cycle stability. A robust all-solid-state symmetric SC, fabricated using the freestanding film, displayed superior capacitive performance. Based on the high areal capacitance and excellent cycle stability, this all-solid-state symmetric SC holds great potential for use in practical applications. The use of KF as an inexpensive and eco-friendly source of cellulose, along with this simple and straightforward synthesis strategy, without requiring any hazardous chemicals or processing conditions, results in a green and bulk-scalable process for the overall fabrication of SCs. Figure S4 : (a) CV curves recorded at various scan rates and (b) GCD curves recorded at various current densities of the pure f -CNT freestanding hybrid electrode, Figure S5 : (a) CV curves recorded at various scan rates and (b) GCD curves recorded at various current densities for the KF@PPy/f -CNT12 freestanding hybrid electrode, Figure S6 : (a) CV curves recorded at various scan rates and (b) GCD curves recorded at various current densities for the KF@PPy/f -CNT21 freestanding hybrid electrode, Table S1 : Capacitive performances of freestanding electrodes reported in the literature and in this present study, Table S2 : Capacitive performances of all-solid-state supercapacitors reported in the literature and in this study. 
